INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Blur detection and attention {#s2}
----------------------------

Blur is a natural part of vision, and occurs due to changes in focal length, distance between objects in depth, motion, and vision problems such as refractive errors (e.g., myopia, hyperopia, or astigmatism). For people with normal vision, blur commonly occurs when an object they are looking at is brought closer, such as when picking up a picture to view it. This action causes a change in the focal length of the image on the retina, creating blur, which is detected by the visual system, and if it is sufficiently blurred, results in accommodating the lens to bring the retinal image into focus.

Perceptual blur can be defined in terms of a difference between the highest spatial frequencies that can be resolved in a stimulus relative to the potentially resolvable frequencies in that stimulus for a particular individual ([@R53]). Importantly, not all loss of resolution is perceived as blur. For example, when imagery shown on a display is blurred progressively with increasing distance from the centre of vision, but the highest spatial frequencies at each retinal eccentricity are still higher than the visual system can resolve, viewers do not perceive the image as having been blurred ([@R27]). Conversely, when the degree of image blurring exceeds a threshold, such that the highest spatial frequencies removed would have been potentially resolvable, then blur is detected ([@R27]). The discussion raises an interesting question: how does blur detection relate to spatial attention? The current study investigates this question.

Researchers have shown that when blur exceeds the limits of resolution at a given retinal eccentricity by an amount greater than the depth of focus at that eccentricity, called "the effective accommodative error", an accommodation response is made ([@R5]). Nevertheless, individuals show different slopes for their depth of focus by retinal eccentricity function ([@R6]). The authors argued that this individual variability could be explained in terms of viewers' breadth of attention. Specifically, some people might have a broader "attentional blur gain", showing an accommodation response to peripheral blur, while others might have a local attentional blur gain, showing an accommodation response only to blur in their fovea ([@R6], p. 2657).

Research questions and hypotheses {#s3}
---------------------------------

The above proposal of Ciuffreda and colleagues regarding the accommodation response and attention is consistent with research on the role of attention on visual resolution and contrast sensitivity. Research has shown that attention intensifies the sensory strength of a stimulus (e.g., [@R2]; [@R42]; [@R59]; [@R66]). Shifting attention to a region of the field of view, either endogenously or exogenously, can increase the resolvable contrast, spatial frequency, or salience of a stimulus at the attended location ([@R2]; [@R3]; [@R66], [@R67]). Furthermore, electrophysiological studies have shown that attention can alter neuronal responses to stimuli ([@R23]; [@R30]; [@R34]; [@R51]; [@R60]; [@R63]). Therefore, since attention modulates both neuronal and behavioural sensitivity, attending to a region may enable viewers to better detect threshold level blur there. If so, blur detection could serve as an index of a viewer\'s attentional breadth, as suggested by [@R6].

Alternatively, attention might play no causal role in either the accommodation response, or blur detection. Accommodation may occur without attention given that it is an autonomic process ([@R38]) with a short latency (200--350 ms) ([@R24]; [@R25]). Like accommodation, the assumed function of making saccades is to decrease retinal sampling blur, in this case by moving the high-resolution fovea to points of interest in the visual periphery, in order to view them with greater resolution. Importantly, many theories of saccade targeting assume it is guided by pre-attentive processes. Pre-attentive processes are assumed to operate without attention, very quickly, in parallel across the field of view, on the basis of single perceptual features (e.g., colour, orientation, size, or direction of illumination) ([@R44]; [@R58]; [@R64]), and perhaps blur is detected pre-attentively. Consistent with blur guiding saccade targeting, studies have consistently shown that when peripheral image blur is relatively intense, saccades are more likely to be targeted to less blurred regions ([@R12]; [@R26]; [@R37]; [@R57]).^1^ Consistent with this idea, a similar effect has been shown on covert attentional selection, such that high-resolution target letter identification was worse when the letters were flashed to an eye viewing a video through a blurring lens compared to an eye viewing video through a clear lens ([@R56]). Thus, it is possible that visual functions designed to decrease image blur, such as accommodation and saccade targeting, may be driven pre-attentively by blur detection. If so, then the degree of attention allocated to blur detection would have no effect on it.

In sum, on the one hand, research on accommodation and on the effects of attention on peripheral visual resolution suggest that blur detection sensitivity should be increased by attention. On the other hand, research on the effects of blur on overt and covert attention suggest that blur detection occurs pre-attentively. If so, then the degree of attention allocated to blur detection would have no effect on it.

In order to test these alternative hypotheses, we used blur detection thresholds as our dependent variable, while people looked at real-world scenes and we manipulated their attention by varying their cognitive load in a concurrent task. Importantly, this manipulation assumes that tasks requiring visual attention are disrupted when one taxes general executive attentional resources (either spatial or non-spatial, and either in the same or a different sensory modality), which has, indeed, been shown repeatedly ([@R10]; [@R29]; [@R32]; [@R43]; [@R47]; [@R48]). Equally importantly, blur detection in real world scene images varies considerably with retinal eccentricity due to the limits of visual resolution/contrast sensitivity across the field of view ([@R27]). Thus, this must be taken account of in order to avoid confounding eccentricity-dependent contrast sensitivity effects and cognitive load effects on blur detection. Also importantly, we used a small-*N* design (three participants per experiment) in order to measure each participant\'s blur detection thresholds using an adaptive threshold estimation procedure. This controlled for individual differences in blur sensitivity, enabling us to probe the effects of cognitive load on blur thresholds with maximal sensitivity and reliability (having \> 6000 observations per participant).

GENERAL METHOD {#s4}
==============

Apparatus {#s5}
---------

All experiments were conducted on a Origin Genesis PC running Microsoft Windows 7, with an Intel Core i7 970 processor (3.2 GHz), 24 GB DDR3 RAM, and a 2GB Radeon HD6950 video card. Stimuli were presented on a ViewSonic 19" CRT monitor (Model G90fb) at 85 Hz refresh rate, and at a screen resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels. A chin rest was used to stabilize head position at 60.33 cm away from the screen, providing a viewing angle of 33.67&deg; × 25.50&deg; for all images. The display was calibrated with a Spyder3Elite photometer with a maximum and minimum luminance of 91.3 cd/m^2^ and 0.33 cd/m^2^, respectively, and a gamma of 2.21.

Eye position was acquired using a video-based eye movement monitor (EyeLink 1000/2K, SR Research, Ontario). The EyeLink system recorded monocular eye position with a sampling resolution of 1000 Hz. Given the expected delay between an eye movement and the update of the stimulus on the screen, gaze-contingent display change latency was measured using an artificial eye (see Appendix A in [@R1] for details). We measured 100 recordings of the display change latency between the activation of the infrared LED and the corresponding change in resistance of the photosensitive diode, using a USB data acquisition device (USB-204, Measurement Computing), and calculating the latency in MATLAB. The measured latency in our apparatus ranged between 18.25 and 22.25 ms (Mean = 20 ms, 95% confidence interval of 19.75--20.25 ms), well under the 80 ms latency shown to first produce increased gaze-contingent image blur detection rates ([@R28]). Consequently, the gaze-contingent display updates should not increase the detectability of blur within our participants.

Stimuli {#s6}
-------

We used 1296 images (1024 × 768 pixels) from the SUN image database ([@R65]). The images belonged to a large number of scene categories, including forests, mountains, street scenes, and building interiors. Images were excluded if they contained poor image defocus, predominantly low-frequency information, or watermarks.

To determine the degree to which participants could detect blur on specific fixations, we used the occasional gaze-contingent blur detection task ([@R27]; [@R28]). This task uses a variation on the "moving window" methodology originally pioneered by McConkie and Rayner to study the perceptual span in reading ([@R31]; [@R45]), and later applied to study the visual span in scene perception ([@R26]; [@R27]; [@R40]; [@R49]; [@R54]; [@R55]; [@R61]). In the occasional gaze-contingent blur detection task, we use a gaze-contingent bi-resolution display, or moving window, in which images are presented with two levels of resolution, a circle of high resolution imagery surrounded by lower resolution imagery, with the centre of high resolution placed at the centre of gaze using eyetracking ([@R11]; [@R26]; [@R50]). We used a Gaussian low-pass filter ([@R14]) when blurring an image, which has previously been shown to have linear detection properties ([@R35]). The Gaussian low-pass filters were defined by:

![](pvis22_522_eq1.jpg)

where *s.f.* is the spatial frequency, and *SD* is the standard deviation of the Gaussian. Using Mathworks MatLab, we generated 450 blurred versions of each base image, with a low-pass filter spatial frequency cut-off that ranged from a maximum of 50 cycles per degree (cpd) (i.e., the human limit of resolution) and a minimum of 0.50 cpd (i.e., highly blurred). These images were then used as windowed masks to be presented during a valid blur trial. To reduce the saliency of any edges between the blurred and non-blurred region, the strength of blur was tapered with a series of images measuring 20 pixels in width, which decreased the cpd cutoff value until the window was blurred at the minimum cpd-cutoff value specified by an adaptive threshold estimation procedure (described below).

A video showing an example of such a gaze-contingent, occasional, bi-resolutional display can be seen in Video 1 (<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-iSj14n9ufc&feature=youtu.be>).

Procedure {#s7}
---------

*Procedural overview.* Within a trial, participants carried out three different tasks: (1) Memorization of the scene image, for a later (relatively easy) picture recognition task. This was done to encourage participants to actively explore the image with many eye movements. (2) Blur detection in the image, which only occurred occasionally for single fixations. Blur levels were varied across eccentricity, and thresholds were calculated using an adaptive threshold estimation algorithm that dynamically manipulated blur levels throughout the experiment. The trial continued until the participant made the requisite number of fixations, producing the requisite number of blur (and catch) presentations for every trial. (3) A cognitive load task (*N*-back), which varied in terms of the load from block to block. Below we describe each component of the experiment in greater detail.

*Eyetracker calibration.* A nine-point calibration routine was performed at the beginning of each block of trials, with a second nine-point calibration grid used to calculate the accuracy of the calibration. Calibration was repeated if the average spatial accuracy of all nine points was worse than 0.5&deg;. Over all participants, the mean gaze error was 0.42&deg; (*SD =* 0.14&deg;), with a maximum error of 0.77&deg; (*SD* = 0.21&deg;) at the calibration positions closest to the corner of the screen. In addition, before each trial, a drift-correction procedure was used to revalidate the calibration, and to provide a common starting location for the task. The average offset correction over all participants was 0.22&deg; (*SD =* 0.11&deg;).

*Scene memorization task.* Because the blur detection task required that viewers make large numbers of eye movements (in order to produce sufficient numbers of blur presentations), participants were given a picture recognition task to encourage them to make many exploratory eye movements. In the "Learning Phase", participants viewed a set of real-world scenes one time each in preparation for the later recognition test. In the later "Memory Phase" at the end of each block of trials, participants were given a new-old recognition memory test; 50% of the images were old, and 50% new, with each test image being presented for three seconds, followed by an old/new prompt to which they responded with a button press. Images were randomly assigned to Learning and Memory phases, and no images were ever repeated either within or across sessions (except showing each "old" image once again during its recognition memory test). The memory tests both motivated participants to thoroughly explore the scene images, and provided an additional converging measure of the effects of cognitive load on visual processing ([@R29]).

*Blur detection task.* We used a simple detection task to test viewers' ability to detect occasional gaze-contingent blur. For purposes of signal detection analyses, we presented an equal number of blur-present and blur-absent displays, which occurred on every 7^th^ fixation. The order of blur-present/absent displays was randomized to prevent participants from detecting patterns in the displays. On blur-present displays, blur was presented for a single eye fixation, with the normal unaltered image shown on 13 out of 14 fixations. Participants pressed a mouse button with their right hand when they detected blur ([@R27]; [@R28]), and had up until the next blur-present/absent display (i.e., seven fixations) to make a detection response. During blur-absent displays, an identical copy of the original unaltered image was presented for the same duration.

As shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, blur was presented at one of four retinal eccentricities (0&deg;, 3&deg;, 6&deg; and 9&deg;), outside of a gaze-contingent circular window, with blur values being controlled by the Single Interval Adjustment Matrix (SIAM) adaptive threshold estimation procedure, using a targeted accuracy rate of 50% ([@R19]). Inside the window was unaltered imagery (thus, in the 0&deg; window condition, the entire image was blurred). Each trial image ended when the participant had made 56 fixations (1 presentation every 7 fixations × 2 blur-present/absent displays × 4 eccentricities), with the final gaze-contingent blur (-present or -absent) presentation followed by 6 fixations within which to make a response. Order of eccentricities was randomized for each trial/image, and we estimated blur thresholds for each eccentricity on a per-block basis, with the estimations being continuously updated across all images within a block.

![(a) Sample images that have been blurred at 0&deg;, 3&deg;, 6&deg;, and 9&deg; retinal eccentricity from an unblurred base image (centre). The dotted ring represents the edge of the window (absent in the 0&deg; retinal eccentricity where *the entire image* is blurred), but was not seen by the participants. Note that the strength of the blur increases with increasing window edge retinal eccentricity (as represented by distance from the yellow dot to the dotted ring, neither seen by participants). This was done to equate blur detectability at each retinal eccentricity. (b) Several enlarged samples of the example image are shown to more easily perceive the blur strengths for each retinal eccentricity. To make the blur levels more perceptible for readers, we increased the example blur strength for each eccentricity by setting the low-pass filter cpd cut-off to 76% of the mean threshold cpd cut-off value found in Experiment 1. The blur is most easily perceived by comparing the unblurred and blurred fine detailed areas such as the window blinds (upper left) and the text on the upside-down bucket (lower right).](pvis22_522_f1){#F1}

*Cognitive load task.* We used an N-back go-no-go running memory task using letter targets, which is known to reliably manipulate cognitive load ([@R7]; [@R17]; [@R20]; [@R22]; [@R39]). The task requires a participant to hold in working memory a list of *N*-items in order to check if the most recently presented item is the same as the item presented *N*-items back in the list. If an item was valid, participants made a go-response on a game controller. Small *N*-back values (e.g., 0 or 1-back) produce a minimal cognitive load, while larger *N*-back intervals (e.g., 2 or 3-back) produce stronger cognitive load effects ([@R7]; [@R17]). Critically important for the current study, the time period between *N*-back item presentations (e.g., 2000--3000 ms ISI) ([@R4]; [@R17]; [@R39]), while seemingly long in terms of visual processing times, is not long in terms of performing the *N*-back task, and is filled with numerous executive mental operations. These likely include matching the newest item with the one *N*-back in the list, deciding whether to make a response (including resolving interference from distractors), either making or inhibiting a response, then shifting the *N*-1 back item to the *N*-back list position, replacing the previous *N*-back item with the new one, and possibly also rehearsing the relevant section of the new list ([@R4]; [@R17]).

In addition to 0, 1, 2, and 3-back tasks, we also included two control conditions: (1) *N*-back letters presented while participants were instructed to ignore them. (2) Single-task blur detection with no *N*-back letters. *N*-back performance feedback (% correct) was given after every six images to ensure that participants were sufficiently engaged in the cognitive load task. Importantly, no feedback was given on the blur detection task so that participants were encouraged to prioritize the *N*-back task. A video showing the complete task, including auditory *N*-back can be seen and heard in Video 2 (<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZEGOINT-Ok&feature=youtu.be>).

*Experimental design.* The experiment consisted of six replications. Each replication contained all six cognitive load blocks, including four *N*-back levels, and two control conditions. To control for practice and fatigue effects, the order of cognitive load and control condition blocks was counter-balanced across six replications using a Latin-square, which was different for each participant. Each block consisted of 24 scene images. Because each image included one pair of blur-present/absent presentations for each eccentricity, a block of 24 images produced 48 blur threshold measures per eccentricity for a given cognitive load. Because there were six cognitive load blocks per replication, each replication took between 1.5 to 2 hours to complete. Participants completed all six replications of the experiment over a period of one week. Thus, participants viewed 864 *unique* images (24 images × 6 *N*-back blocks × 6 replications) resulting in 6912 blur detection observations per participant. However, only a fraction of these observations (reversals in each adaptive threshold staircase, excluding the first four) were used in the final analyses to estimate blur thresholds.

*Practice trials.* Prior to participating in the actual experiment, participants completed a practice session consisting of the blur detection task with all six levels of cognitive load (three images per level) so participants would become familiar with the tasks and their respective difficulty levels.

EXPERIMENT 1 {#s8}
============

The current experiment tested the effect of cognitive load on blur detection using an auditory *N*-back task. It was reasoned that the use of an auditory cognitive load would avoid introducing interfering visual stimuli into the display, which might unintentionally make the blur detection task more difficult.

Method {#s9}
------

*Participants.* Three undergraduate lab members completed six sessions of the blur detection task. All participants had normal near acuity (&ge; 20/30) using a Snellen acuity chart, and gave informed consent to participate in the study for course credit or as volunteers.

*Procedure.* The procedures were as described in the General Method, with the following qualifications. In the current experiment, the *N*-back was administered auditorily, with letter sounds presented for approximately 630 ms with inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs) of 2000 ms.

Results {#s10}
-------

For all statistical tests of significance of main effects and interactions, we used weighted mean threshold estimates in a Restricted Estimate of Maximum Likelihood (REML) analysis ([@R21]).

*N-back sensitivity.* As shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the *N*-back results showed that participants were less sensitive in the *N*-back task as *N* increased from 0 to 3-back, *F*(3, 6) = 10.371, *p* = .008. This showed that the *N*-back task was capable of creating a cognitive load for our participants.

![Experiment 1, N-back sensitivity (d') as a function of N. Results shown for individual participants (1--3) and their overall mean. Error bars = 95% CI of the mean. (To view this figure in colour, please see the online version)](pvis22_522_f2){#F2}

*Memory performance as a function of cognitive load.* As shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, scene recognition memory accuracy showed a consistent, negative trend with increasing levels of *N*-back, *F*(5, 10.88) = 4.03, *p* = .027. The logically strongest test of this effect is to compare the simplest task (single-task, no sound control condition) to the most difficult task (dual-task 3-back), which shows a strong effect of cognitive load, *F*(1, 11.23) = 10.04, *p* = 0.009, using a least squared mean contrast. This suggests that the *N*-back task manipulated cognitive load to the extent that the visual processing involved in encoding simple recognition memory was affected (see also [@R29]).

![Experiment 1, scene recognition memory accuracy (% correct) as a function of cognitive load (*N*-back level, or control condition). Results shown for individual participants (1--3) and their overall mean. Error bars = 95% CI of the mean. (To view this figure in colour, please see the online version)](pvis22_522_f3){#F3}

*Eye movement parameters as a function of cognitive load.* We also examined the effects of *N*-back level on several eye-movement parameters known to reflect the effects of cognitive load: fixation durations, which should increase with cognitive load ([@R18]; [@R36]; [@R46]), saccadic amplitudes, which should decrease with cognitive load ([@R15], [@R16]; [@R46]), and fixation location dispersion, which should decrease with cognitive load ([@R33]; [@R47]; [@R48]). For fixation durations and saccadic amplitudes, cognitive load produced mixed and uninterpretable results, which were not statistically significant; fixation durations, *F*(5, 10.01) = 0.335, *p* = .881; saccadic amplitudes, *F*(5, 10.06) = 1.214, *p* = 0.370. However, as shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the dispersion of fixation locations, quantified in terms of the *bivariate contour ellipse* (BCE, e.g., [@R9]), showed a clear and significant decrease with increasing cognitive load, *F*(5, 10) = 19.283, *p* \< .0001.^2^ Again, the logically strongest test of this effect is the comparison of the single-task, no sound control condition to the dual-task 3-back condition, which shows a strong effect of cognitive load, *F*(1, 10) = 57.36, *p* \< .0001. This is consistent with prior results showing that an increase in cognitive load produces a more restricted distribution of fixation locations, which has been interpreted as a reduction in viewers' breadth of attention or *useful field of view* (UFOV) ([@R33]; [@R47]; [@R48]).

![Experiment 1, fixation location dispersion (measured by the bivariate contour ellipse in pixels) as a function of cognitive load (N-back level, or control condition). Results shown for individual participants (1--3) and their overall mean. Error bars = 95% CI of the mean. (To view this figure in colour, please see the online version)](pvis22_522_f4){#F4}

*Blur sensitivity.* To estimate individual participants' blur detection thresholds for each retinal eccentricity, cognitive load level, and session, we calculated the mean cpd values for those stimuli for which a participant\'s response triggered a reversal in stimulus magnitude in the adaptive threshold staircase procedure. As suggested by [@R19], prior to calculating the mean reversal values, we removed the first four reversals from each threshold estimation. These mean threshold estimates were used in a REML analysis to determine the fixed effects of retinal eccentricity and cognitive load for each participant (which was a random effect).

*Blur sensitivity as a function of retinal eccentricity.* As shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, and as expected, blur detection spatial frequency cut-off thresholds (in cpd) decreased as retinal eccentricity increased, *F* (1, 1.661) = 3930.56, *p* = .0008. Thus, the highest spatial frequency blur thresholds were at 0&deg; eccentricity (i.e., an infinitely small high-resolution window), which ranged from 29.7--18.7 cpd. Conversely, the lowest spatial frequency blur thresholds were at 9&deg; eccentricity, which ranged from 11.1--3.9 cpd. This empirically-derived blur detection spatial frequency drop-off function is close to the blur detection threshold drop-off function given in [@R27], p. 1082, Equation 3), fc = 43.1 ∗ 1.55/(1.55 + E), where fc is the frequency cut-off, and E is eccentricity, and whose form was based on numerous previous studies of eccentricity-dependent contrast sensitivity.

![Experiment 1, blur detection low-pass filtering cut-off thresholds (in cpd) as a function of retinal eccentricity (in degrees visual angle) and cognitive load (in terms of *N*-back level, or control condition). Results shown for individual participants (1--3) and their overall mean. Error bars = 95% CI of the mean. (To view this figure in colour, please see the online version)](pvis22_522_f5){#F5}

We can conclude that our use of the occasional, gaze-contingent, bi-resolutional blur detection task, together with the SIAM adaptive threshold estimation algorithm, was sensitive to changes in blur detection both across the visual field and between individual participants.

*Blur sensitivity as a function of cognitive load.* [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates more clearly the relationship between blur threshold and cognitive load (*N*-back and control conditions). As can be seen in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, there was no main effect of cognitive load on blur detection thresholds, *F*(5, 8.181) = 2.248, *p* = 0.146, nor any interaction with eccentricity, *F*(5, 6.985) = 1.778, *p* = 0.236. In this case, even the logically strongest test of the effect of cognitive load, namely the comparison between the single-task, no sound control condition and the dual-task 3-back condition, showed no meaningful or significant difference in blur thresholds, *F*(1, 6.06) = 2.43, *p* = .170. This null effect of N-back cognitive load on blur detection thresholds is in stark contrast to (a) the strong effects of retinal eccentricity on blur detection thresholds, and (b) the clear effects of *N*-back cognitive load on both scene recognition memory performance and fixation location dispersion.

![Experiment 1, blur detection low-pass filtering cut-off thresholds (in cpd) as a function of cognitive load (in terms of *N*-back level, or control condition) and retinal eccentricity (in degrees visual angle). Results shown for individual participants (1--3) and their overall mean. Error bars = 95% CI of the mean.](pvis22_522_f6){#F6}

Discussion {#s11}
----------

Contrary to expectations that differences in attentional resources would affect blur detection across the visual field, we found that cognitive load had no effect on blur detection thresholds. Specifically, the results are inconsistent with the hypothesis that, when viewers have more attentional resources available, they will be more likely to detect blur that is at or near threshold, thus increasing their blur sensitivity. Instead, the current results are consistent with the hypothesis that blur is detected pre-attentively. In this hypothesis, changes in cognitive load would not be expected to affect blur detection, since blur detection would not require attention.

Importantly, we cannot explain the lack of effect of cognitive load on blur detection due to an insensitive measure of blur thresholds. This is because we have shown that our blur threshold estimates decrease with eccentricity as expected, and the thresholds differ between individuals as one might expect. Thus, we clearly had a sensitive measure of blur thresholds, but they were not influenced by *N*-back cognitive load.

Likewise, the lack of effect of cognitive load on blur thresholds cannot be explained by a lack of cognitive load. This is based on three findings in the experiment: (1) participants' sensitivity in the *N*-back task significantly decreased with increasing *N*-back level, consistent with the idea that increasing *N*-back levels were increasingly difficult; (2) participants' scene recognition memory significantly decreased with increasing *N*-back level, consistent with the idea that it caused a cognitive load, which hindered visual processing; and (3) participants' fixation location dispersion significantly decreased with *N*-back level, consistent with the idea that it caused a cognitive load, which reduced viewers' attentional breadth. Thus, the *N*-back clearly did cause a cognitive load, but it did not affect blur detection thresholds.

An alternative explanation for the results of Experiment 1 is that the cognitive load, namely the *N*-back task, was presented auditorily, whereas the blur detection task was visual. For example, according to Wickens' multiple resource theory (2002), tasks engaging the auditory modality are less likely to compete for attentional resources with tasks engaging the visual modality. Nevertheless, a study of the visual span (or useful field of view) in an attentionally demanding comparative visual search task ([@R43]) found that an auditory working memory load task was effective in reducing viewers' visual span. Additionally, we have carried out a follow-up control experiment identical to Experiment 1, except that the *N*-back letters were presented visually (with a 3000 ms ISI to equate *N*-back difficulty to that in Experiment 1) and found essentially identical results. Thus, the modality of the cognitive load cannot explain our null effect of the *N*-back cognitive load on blur detection.

EXPERIMENT 2 {#s12}
============

Purpose {#s13}
-------

A possible explanation for the null effect of cognitive load on blur detection in Experiment 1 is that the blur onset captured attention because it was presented gaze-contingently. Specifically, because there is a non-zero delay between identifying the current gaze position on a critical fixation, and the display of the gaze-contingent bi-resolution display, the blur onset was always early in a fixation. Thus, the unblurred base image was already present on the retina during a fixation before the blur appeared, so the blur might have been perceived as a motion transient, thereby capturing attention. This is despite the results of our previous research showing that gaze-contingent multi-resolution display update delays as long as 60 ms do not increase blur detection ([@R28]), whereas our own study had average delays of only 20 ms. Nevertheless, attentional capture by a gaze-contingent update delay-based artifact is a plausible explanation for the lack of effects of cognitive load on blur detection. To rule out such an explanation, in Experiment 2 we presented our blurred and un-blurred images non-gaze-contingently, or "tachistoscopically". That is, participants fixated the centre of the screen (while their eyes were tracked) and each image was briefly flashed there for a duration too brief for participants to move their eye before it disappeared.

Of critical importance, using this method, any blur was an integral part of the image, such that the blur and the rest of the image onset together. Thus, the blur could not capture attention through a motion onset. Thus, if the gaze-contingent presentation of the blur in Experiment 1 explains the observed lack of effect of cognitive load on blur detection, then we should find an effect of cognitive load with the tachistoscopic presentation in Experiment 2.

Method {#s14}
------

Participants. Three lab members, who were not in Experiment 1, two undergraduates and one graduate, completed six sessions of the blur detection task. All participants had normal near acuity (&ge; 20/30) using a Snellen acuity chart, and gave informed consent to participate in the study for course credit or as volunteers.

*Procedure.* The procedures were as described in the General Method with the following qualifications. In contrast to Experiment 1, the blur detection task was presented tachistoscopically. Specifically, as illustrated in [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, at the start of each trial, participants fixated a central target and went through a drift correction procedure, then initiated the trial with a button press. Participants were then required to maintain gaze at the centre of the screen for the duration of the trial. A series of eight images was briefly flashed at the centre of the screen, each for a duration of 200 ms, unmasked, with a 3000 ms ISI between images ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Of the eight images, half were blurred at one of the four retinal eccentricities (0&deg;, 3&deg;, 6&deg;, or 9&deg;), and half were unaltered images, with blurred and unblurred images interleaved randomly. If a participant blinked or moved their eyes as an image was being drawn to the screen, the image presentation was repeated at the end of the trial. As in Experiment 1, the N-back task was presented auditorily, with letter sounds presented for approximately 630 ms with ISIs of 2000 ms. Additionally, the scene recognition memory task was eliminated because there was no need to encourage participants to make multiple fixations on the images -- they could only see each image for the duration of a single (relatively short) eye fixation.

![Trial schematic of Experiment 2, showing one pair of target/catch images for the 9&deg; eccentricity. The participant was required to fixate the centre of the screen to initiate the trial, followed by a central fixation screen in which the participant had to maintain gaze at the centre of the screen in order for the following presentation to be considered valid. (To view this figure in colour, please see the online version)](pvis22_522_f7){#F7}

Results {#s15}
-------

*N-back sensitivity.* As shown in [Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, the N-back results again showed that participants indeed were less sensitive in the *N*-back task as *N* increased from 0 to 3-back, *F*(3, 6.05) = 25.59, *p* \< .001. This replicates the pattern found in Experiment 1, again showing that the *N*-back task created a cognitive load for our participants.

![Experiment 2, *N*-back sensitivity (d') as a function of *N*. Results shown for individual participants (1--3) and their overall mean. Error bars = 95% CI of the mean. (To view this figure in colour, please see the online version)](pvis22_522_f8){#F8}

*Blur sensitivity.* We used the same analytical procedures as Experiment 1.

*Blur sensitivity as a function of retinal eccentricity.* As shown in [Figure 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, the blur detection threshold results showed the same sort of decrease in spatial frequency cut-off as a function of retinal eccentricity as found in Experiment 1, *F*(1, 1.99) = 131.85, *p* = .008. Likewise, we found minor individual differences in eccentricity-dependent blur detection threshold functions for each of our participants. Again, as in Experiment 1, our bi-resolutional blur detection task with the adaptive threshold estimation algorithm was quite sensitive to changes in blur detection across the visual field and between individual participants. Thus, whether blur was presented gaze-contingently or tachistoscopically, we were able to measure similar blur threshold functions.

![Experiment 2, blur detection low-pass filtering cut-off thresholds (in cpd) as a function of retinal eccentricity (in degrees visual angle) and cognitive load (in terms of N-back level, or control condition). Results shown for individual participants (1--3) and their overall mean. Error bars = 95% CI of the mean. (To view this figure in colour, please see the online version)](pvis22_522_f9){#F9}

*Blur sensitivity as a function of cognitive load.* [Figure 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} shows that, as in Experiment 1, there was a null effect of cognitive load on blur detection, *F*(5, 9.81) = 2.72, *p* = 0.085. While the main effect of cognitive load does seem to be approaching statistical significance, as before, the logically strongest test of the effect of cognitive load is the comparison of the single-task, no sound control condition with the dual-task 3-back condition, which, as before, showed no significant effect, *F*(1, 9.39) = 1.015, *p* = .339, as shown in [Figure 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}. Likewise, the results replicated Experiment 1\'s lack of a significant interaction between retinal eccentricity and cognitive load on blur detection thresholds, *F*(5, 7.379) = .742, *p* = .615. Thus, the results are virtually identical to those found in Experiment 1, even though blur in the current experiment was presented simultaneously with the rest of the image, and therefore could not capture attention by virtue of having an onset separate from the rest of the image.

![Experiment 2, blur detection low-pass filtering cut-off thresholds (in cpd) as a function of cognitive load (in terms of N-back level, or control condition) and retinal eccentricity (in degrees visual angle). Results shown for individual participants (1--3) and their overall mean (see inset). Error bars = 95% CI of the mean.](pvis22_522_f10){#F10}

Discussion {#s16}
----------

Our results were consistent with those of Experiment 1. Cognitive load had no effect on blur detection thresholds, although our participants showed evidence of cognitive load effects as a function of *N* in the *N*-back task, with participants' sensitivity in the *N*-back task decreasing as *N* increased. Again, we found that our measure of blur thresholds was sensitive and that the change from gaze-contingent to tachistoscopic presentation had no effect on those thresholds. As before, our blur threshold estimates decreased with eccentricity, and differed between individuals as one would expect.

Together, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 have ruled out plausible explanations for the lack of effect of cognitive load on blur detection, including having an insensitive measure of blur thresholds, and attentional capture by blur onset due to gaze-contingent presentation.

GENERAL DISCUSSION {#s17}
==================

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 showed that the cognitive load created by up to a 3-back (letter) task had no effect on blur detection thresholds. This suggests that either blur detection is unaffected by cognitive load, or that blur detection has a very high threshold for being affected by cognitive load, such that a 3-back task has no effect on it. This is in contrast to the fact that the same *N*-back levels caused decrements in recognition memory and fixation dispersion in Experiment 1. It also contrasts with the fact that while a growing number of studies have used the *N*-back task to induce cognitive load, as in the current study, none that we could find has used an *N*-back level greater than 3-back. For example, [@R13] used an automated cognitive load index based on a multivariate analysis of participants' electroencephalogram theta and alpha bands. The authors found that the 3-back task was as cognitively demanding as the highest load level of the Multi-Attribute Task Battery (MATB; [@R8]), which is used to simulate the cognitive load of air traffic control work, but was less cognitively demanding than taking a computerized version of the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT). Other research has shown that the 2-back task causes decreased performance in the anti-saccade task, which puts demands on the executive function of inhibiting pre-potent responses, in this case eye movements ([@R32]). Another recent study showed that the 2-back task caused significant cognitive load in simulated driving, as measured by decreased gaze dispersion ([@R48]). Thus, the fact that the 3-back task had no effect on blur detection relative to single-task blur detection is informative in-and-of-itself.

Nevertheless, to further investigate this issue, we calculated simple accuracy scores for the *N*-back data from both experiments, rather than our previously reported unbiased measure of sensitivity, d\'. These calculations showed that although accuracy significantly decreased from 0-back to 3-back, even in the 3-back task, the mean accuracy across participants remained slightly above 90% in both experiments. This raised the possibility that the 3-back task may not have been difficult enough to affect our participants' blur detection performance. We therefore carried out a follow-up experiment using an adaptive threshold estimation procedure to determine each individual\'s *N*-back level that would produce 75% accuracy (midway between chance, at 50%, and perfect, at 100%). However, our participants could not maintain consistent *N*-back performance at that level because it was too difficult. When we raised the *N*-back accuracy threshold to 82.5% accuracy (midway between 75% and 90%), the *N*-back threshold levels for three participants were 2-back, 3-back, and 4-back (i.e., on average 3-back). This is consistent with the fact that fMRI studies of *N*-back effects on brain activity have avoided *N* above 3-back, because "some authors have questioned the validity of results when the ability to successfully perform the task decreases" ([@R39], p. 47). Thus, it seems that, consistent with prior research, our use of the 3-back as an upper limit for cognitive load was entirely reasonable.

Finally, one might argue that although the 3-back is a reasonable cognitive load, the specific type of cognitive load caused by the *N*-back task simply does not interfere with visual processing per se. However, the fixation dispersion and scene recognition memory results from Experiment 1 showed that the *N*-back task caused a significant impairment of visual attention and visual processing. The fixation dispersion data showed that the higher *N*-back levels caused a significant narrowing of viewers' overt attentional breadth. Likewise, the picture recognition memory showed that at greater *N*-back levels, less visual information was encoded into long-term memory. Finally, in a separate study (Ringer et al., in press), we have used a very similar design, but a visual task arguably more attentionally demanding than blur detection -- Gabor orientation discrimination. In that experiment, participants had to discriminate whether the orientation of Gabor patches, presented gaze-contingently at either 5&deg; or 10&deg; eccentricity on pseudo-randomly selected fixations, differed from vertical. In a dual task condition, they also had to simultaneously carry out an auditory 2-back task. The results showed a significant decrease in performance in the dual-task condition relative to the single-task condition (Ringer et al., in press). Thus, the auditory *N*-back task causes measurable decrements in both visual attentional breadth and visual task performance.

Given all of the above, we are therefore left to conclude that blur detection occurs without attention, namely pre-attentively. But how can we square this idea with the clear findings that attention increases peripheral resolution? A possible explanation depends on distinguishing between variability of resolution in the visual system versus within images. Carrasco and colleagues have shown that peripheral visual resolution is increased by attention. Those studies used low contrast stimuli that could be resolved better by increasing attention to them. The same is true with accommodation and blurred retinal images. After the visual system has detected retinal blur (the effective accommodative error), by changing the shape of the lens, the visual system can change blurred images into focused retinal images. That is not true, however, with blurred low-pass filtered images. If a viewer pre-attentively detects image blur due to low-pass filtering in their visual periphery, neither accommodation nor the allocation of covert attention will increase the clarity of the peripheral image, because the blur resides in the stimulus, not in the viewer\'s visual system. Interestingly, in such cases, the response of the visual system is often to target another location than the blurred stimulus ([@R12]; [@R26]; [@R37]; [@R57]), even though foveating a peripherally blurred stimulus would normally serve to improve visual resolution for that stimulus. Such excessively blurred stimuli may have reduced saliency. Thus, perhaps blur is not *consciously registered* unless it has been (1) pre-attentively detected, and (2) covertly attended to and/or accommodated to, and (3) neither attending nor accommodating has increased the resolution of the peripheral image. This lack of responsiveness of the blurred imagery to covert attention and/or accommodation would serve as an error signal triggering conscious awareness of the blur, leading to more determined efforts to clarify the image (e.g., rubbing ones' eyes, wiping one\'s glasses, etc.).

The current study therefore contributes to our growing understanding of blur as a perceptual phenomenon, and its relationship to visual attention. Our study suggests that, together with other simple visual features such as colour, orientation, size, and the direction of illumination, visual blur may be detected pre-attentively. If so, this finding provides an important theoretical link between visual blur and attention in both normal and impaired visual functions.
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